Java applications rely on Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers or adaptive compilers to generate and optimize binary code at runtime to boost performance. In conventional Java Virtual Machines (JVM), however, the binary code is typically written into the data cache, and then is loaded into the instruction cache through the shared L2 cache or memory, which is not efficient in terms of both time and energy. In this paper, we study three hardware-based code caching strategies to write and read the dynamically generated code faster and more energy-efficiently. Our experimental results indicate that writing code directly into the instruction cache can improve the performance of a variety of Java applications by 9.6% on average, and up to 42.9%. Also, the overall energy dissipation of these Java programs can be reduced by 6% on average.
INTRODUCTION
In dynamic optimization systems such as Java Virtual Machines (JVM), the code is typically compiled and stored while the program is being executes. A typical path of generating and executing Java code in a Java Virtual Machine [1] is shown in Figure 1 . The dynamic/adaptive compiler treats the generated code as normal data and stores them 1. Since the binary code is stored into both data and instruction caches, the aggregated cache space for the binary code is doubled.
2. Instruction cache misses always occur when the binary code is invoked for the first time, since the code is written to the data cache and cannot be directly fetched from the instruction cache.
3. The L1 data cache may be polluted by the binary code generated. Unlike a static compilation system, where all the binary codes are generated before the program is executed, in a JVM, the binary code is generated at runtime, while the program also read and write data at the same time in the same data cache. As a result, writing binary code into the data cache may evict useful data from the data cache, leading to worse data cache locality and longer execution time.
4. Cache synchronization is needed for each dynamically generated code segment so as to guarantee the data consistency among the data cache, the memory and the instruction cache, resulting in substantial CPU stalls and flushing of cache blocks while the binary code is generated.
This inefficient path is particularly problematic for embedded Java applications, in which both performance and energy efficiency are crucial [19, 20] . In this paper, we study three different techniques that aim at improving the efficiency of Java binary code generation and fetching, including 1) I-cache D-cache Data Path (IDDP), 2) Dynamicallygenerated Instruction Cache (DIC), and 3) Writable Instruction Cache (WIC). Specifically, IDDP adds a path between the onchip instruction and data caches, which allows the processor to access the data cache directly (rather than the L2 or memory) after an instruction cache miss. The motivation is that it is very likely to find the recently generated code from the data cache. DIC is an additional cache used to only store the dynamically generated code by the JIT compiler, which can be accessed by the processor in parallel to the instruction cache. WIC enables write operations to the instruction cache. Thus all the dynamically generated code can be directly written into and read from the instruction cache without touching the data cache. More details of these three schemes can be found at Section 3. Our evaluation of these three code caching optimizations indicates that WIC is the most effective and efficient approach to improving the performance and energy efficiency for Java applications.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. We present the design of three code cache optimization schemes in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results. Finally, we make concluding remarks in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
There have been a number of research efforts to optimize the code cache for improving performance [2, 3] or energy efficiency [4] . Hazelwood and Smith [2] proposed generational cache management of code traces in dynamic optimizers, which categorizes code traces based on their expected lifetime. The advantage of the generational code cache management is to filter out short-lived code traces to reduce fragmentation. As a result, long-lived code traces can be kept longer to benefit the performance. Hazelwood and Smith [3] also showed that using a medium-grained FIFO (FirstIn, First-Out) eviction policy for code caches can effectively balance cache management complexity and cache miss rates. Compared with the above efforts that focus on enhancing the code cache management policies, our study aims at bypassing the inefficient path of writing and fetching Java native code in conventional JVMs, which is orthogonal and complementary to the prior work in [2, 3] .
Chen et al. [4] studied energy-efficient code cache management techniques for memory-constrained Java devices. Their work assumes that in addition to on-chip instruction and data caches, there is an independent on-chip code cache to store Java native code, which is similar to the DIC scheme studied in this paper. Chen's work [4] showed that selective use of code cache can reduce energy dissipation substantially as compared to the pure interpreted and the pure (performance-oriented) compilation strategies for memoryconstrained Java devices. Compared to this study, our work on the WIC cache does not assume the existence of an independent code cache, which is certainly more expensive in terms of the hardware cost. Nevertheless, the WIC cache proposed in this paper can benefit both performance and energy dissipation.
Traditionally, there have been many studies on organizing instruction caches and data caches efficiently [5, 6, 7 ] to achieve better performance. Generally, the instruction and data caches can be either separated or unified. Computer architectures have proposed a variety of smart cache architectures to exploit the locality of instruction and data accesses to maximize performance, for instance victim caches [8] , column-associative caches [9] , cache bypassing [10] and split caches [11, 12, 13, 14] , etc. However, all these studies are focused on programs that are statically compiled (e.g. C programs). By comparison, this paper studies the WIC cache that is more efficient for dynamically compiled applications such as Java programs. Also, unlike traditional cache architectures (in which the instruction caches are typically read-only), the WIC cache enables write operations directly to the instruction cache, which is suitable to store binary code generated at runtime.
CODE CACHE OPTIMIZATION SCHEMES

IDDP (I-cache D-cache Data Path)
The path of storing and loading dynamically-generated code in IDDP is shown in Figure 2 . As we can see, an additional data path is added between the L1 instruction cache and the L1 data cache. With this fast inter-cache data path, the processor can access the L1 data cache directly for each L1 instruction cache miss. If the instruction is found in the L1 data cache (i.e., a L1 instruction cache miss but a L1 data cache hit), the instruction can be efficiently transferred to the L1 instruction cache. However, if the processor cannot find the needed instruction from the L1 data cache (i.e. a L1 instruction cache miss and a L1 data cache miss), then the L2 cache or the main memory has to be accessed to return the code to the L1 instruction cache as usual. The motivation behind the IDDP scheme is that the binary code needed by the instruction cache is most likely in the L1 data cache when it is needed, since this code has been just written into the L1 data cache. By providing a short and fast inter-cache data path, it is expected that the cost of handling instruction cache misses caused by the dynamically generated Java binary code can be reduced. In our evaluation, we assume that for the IDDP scheme, an instruction cache hit takes 1 cycles, and an instruction cache miss but a data cache hit takes 2 cycles (i.e., we assume that fetching instructions from the data cache directly through the I-cache D-cache data path takes 1 cycle).
DIC (Dynamically-generated Instruction Cache)
In the DIC scheme, an extra cache structure (i.e. the DIC cache) is added into the system, which is in parallel with the level 1 instruction and data caches, as shown in Figure 3 . The DIC cache has access control that allows only dynamically-generated Java code to be stored, while at the same time the Java native code is also written to the L1 data cache. Nevertheless, the DIC cache forbids the read or replacement operations from low-level caches or main memory. As a result, the DIC cache is guaranteed to always contain the most updated Java native code generated by the JIT compiler. When the binary code is needed, the processor can fetch the code from the L1-I cache and the DIC cache simultaneously. If there is a DIC cache hit, the instructions will be immediately returned to the CPU. Otherwise, a L1-I cache hit or a L1-I cache miss may occur to supply the needed instructions to the pipeline (note that a DIC cache does not handle a DIC cache miss as it is not connected to the L2 cache). 
WIC (Writable Instruction Cache)
The WIC cache is another way to simplify the Java binary code generation and fetching path by enabling writes to the L1 instruction cache, as depicted in Figure 4 . Traditionally, the L1 instruction cache is read-only because the instructions are typically already generated and stored in the memory before they are executed, which usually do not need to be modified at runtime. However, in a dynamic optimizing system such as JVM, the byte codes need to be compiled and optimized at runtime to generate high-quality Java native codes. Thus it is desirable to enable write operations to the instruction cache so that the binary code can be directly written into and read from the instruction cache without having to bother the L1 data cache.
The WIC cache can not only reduce the pollution to the L1 data cache, but also make the Java binary codes closer to the fetch unit that needs to use them (as can be seen from Figure 5 (b)). Moreover, without a WIC cache, the L1 data cache has to be synchronized with the memory and the L1 instruction cache to ensure that all the recently generated Java binary codes are written back to the main memory and no outdated binary code will stay in the instruction cache after it is recompiled. With the availability of a WIC cache, these expensive data cache synchronization operations can be removed. However, it should be noted that one possible problem of the WIC cache is that writing binary code directly into the IL1 (i.e., the level-1 instruction cache) may evict certain useful instructions from the IL1, possibly leading to some instruction cache misses. The writable instruction cache functions like a write-back data cache. In other words, only when an instruction is replaced, it is written back to the L2 cache if it is modified. This writeback policy is expected to mitigate the overhead of updating the low-level memory hierarchy caused by writing to the instruction cache.
The architecture support of the WIC cache is depicted in Figure 5 , in which Figure 5 (a) shows a 5-stage instruction pipeline of the baseline processor with a traditional instruction cache, and Figure 5 (b) illustrates the modified pipeline of the processor that employs a WIC cache. Compared with the baseline instruction pipeline, the memory stage of the processor with WIC is connected to both the data cache and the WIC cache through a multiplexer. We assume that this processor supports an additional store instruction to write code (not data) into memory, which is called Storei instruction in this paper. Also, we assume an additional control signal called IsIns is used, in conjunction with an existing signal MemW rite (i.e. to enable write operations to the memory), to control the multiplexer. After an Storei instruction is decoded, the IsIns signal will be enabled (which will be cleared by other instructions). Since IsIns is logical−anded with the MemW rite, the multiplexer will select the WIC cache (instead of the data cache) as the target to write Java binary code. Once IsIns is cleared, the memory stage will write data to the data cache as usual. As we can see from Figure 5 (b), the hardware overhead to support the WIC cache is insignificant.
EXPERIMENTS
Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate the proposed three optimization schemes by using Dynamic SimpleScalar (DSS) simulator [16] . We sim- ulate a 4-issue PowerPC-based superscalar processor with 32 integer and 32 floating point registers. The important parameters of memory hierarchy are given in Table 1 . The Java virtual machine running on the simulator is Jikes RVM [18] , which uses the baseline compilation mode that compiles every method of Java applications. We extended DSS by fully implementing four cache synchronization instructions used by Jikes RVM, including dcbst, sync, icbi and isync, which were simply treated as NOPs in the original DSS.
Two sets of benchmarks are used in our experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the code cache optimization schemes proposed for Java Virtual Machines. In addition to SPECjvm 98 benchmark suite [15] , five smaller Java applications are collected to represent light-load client-side Java applications, for which startup time is crucial. Table 2 gives the description and salient characteristics of these benchmarks.
In our experiments, we compare the performance of different schemes by evaluating the relative performance improvement as defined below.
In the equation above, Porig is the original performance, and Popt stands for the optimized performance, both in terms of the number of CPU clock cycles. Figure 6 shows the performance improvement achieved by the IDDP, DIC and WIC schemes. It is obvious that IDDP gets almost the same performance as the base scheme without using any code cache optimization. While DIC attains better results for several benchmarks, WIC achieves the best performance improvement for most benchmarks. The reasons of these different performance results are the following.
Comparison of 3 Schemes
1. WIC is the only scheme that can eliminate the cache synchronization overhead. Moreover, WIC benefits from better L1 data cache performance since no binary code will be written into the L1 data cache.
2. The DIC scheme makes an extra copy of recently generated Java code in the DIC cache, so the number of instruction misses can be reduced. In particular, we find that the DIC cache can reduce almost all instruction cold misses.
3. The IDDP scheme can potentially reduce the instruction cache miss latency by fetching instructions directly from the L1 data cache if it hits in the DL1. However, since the binary code written into the DL1 may be overlapped by data references or other binary code, the number of cold instruction misses that hit in the L1 data cache is relatively too small to have a noticeable impact on the overall performance.
As can be seen in Figure 6 , the WIC scheme can boost performance for most of the benchmarks. The only two exceptions are edge and compress. The reason is that both these two benchmarks have quite small instruction cache miss rate (as well as the data cache miss rate) as shown in Table 2 . Therefore, WIC cannot noticeably enhance the overall performance of these two benchmarks by simply reducing the instruction cache misses. On average, the WIC scheme improves the performance by 9.6%, indicating the effectiveness of WIC.
We also observe that generally the WIC cache can benefit small benchmarks more than the SPECjvm 98. The reason is that for larger benchmarks such as SPECjvm 98, the instruction cache miss latency can be amortized by a large number of instruction reuses. Nevertheless, even for SPECjvm 98, we still observe noticeable performance enhancement for most benchmarks, since the WIC cache can both reduce the cache misses and eliminate cache synchronization overhead. More specifically, the average performance improvement of SPECjvm 98 by using the WIC cache is 4.6% (up to 7.8% for javac), demonstrating that WIC can effectively boost performance for many Java applications.
Since both IDDP and DIC schemes make insignificant improvement and particularly DIC is quite expensive in terms of hardware overhead, we will focus on the WIC scheme in the rest of this paper. Figure 7 shows the breakdown of the performance improvement in terms of reducing synchronization and decreasing cache misses for the WIC scheme. As we can see, avoiding cache synchronization is the major factor to improve performance, for both small benchmarks and SPECjvm 98. Specifically, on average 70.2% performance improvement by the WIC cache is due to the elimination of cache synchronization overheads. These results also explain why WIC adequately outperforms DIC, which still needs cache synchronization to guarantee that the processor can fetch the correct (i.e. most updated) Java binary code.
Breakdown of Performance Improvement
Sensitivity to the Cache Size
We have also studied the effectiveness of WIC for instruction caches with different sizes. Figure 8 shows the normalized execution cycles of the base and WIC schemes with the L1 I-cache size varying from 4KB to 8KB and 16KB, which are normalized with the base with a 4K instruction cache. As we can see, WIC is always superior to the base scheme for instruction caches with various sizes. In particular, WIC seems to be slightly more effective for larger instruction caches. On average, the WIC scheme can increase the base performance by 6.7%, 7.4% and 8.3% for an instruction cache with 4KB, 8KB and 16KB respectively. The reason may lie in the fact that a larger instruction cache can hold more Java binary code that is written directly from the processor, which is likely to be used later to benefit performance. Interestingly, we also find that a 8KB WIC cache can achieve performance very close to or even better than a 16KB instruction cache (without WIC), for instance fft, xml and db, which demonstrates that WIC can be a costeffective approach to boosting instruction cache performance (i.e. without increasing the cache size).
Energy Results
We also evaluate the energy consumption of the WIC Figure 7 : Performance Improvement Distribution scheme by using the DSS simulator [16] , which reports the energy dissipation results based on the Wattch energy model with all its default parameters [17] . Figure 9 and Figure  10 give the energy consumption and energy-delay product (EDP) of the processor (including the datapath and the memory energy dissipation) for the base and WIC schemes, which are normalized with the energy consumption and EDP respectively of the base, whose configuration has been shown in Table 1 . As we can see, except edge and compress, there is improvement of both energy efficiency and energy-delay product for most of the benchmarks. This is because the WIC cache can avoid the inefficient binary code writing and fetching path in a traditional code cache, which can be translated into energy savings. On average, the WIC scheme reduces the energy dissipation by 6%, and reduces the energydelay product by 14.5%, indicating that the WIC cache can benefit both performance and energy for Java programs. Table 3 gives the energy saving of the L1 instruction cache, the L1 data cache, and the L2 cache with the WIC scheme, as compared to the base scheme. As we can see, the WIC scheme can improve the energy efficiency of all these three cache memories. Particularly, the L1 instruction cache energy consumption is reduced because WIC can decrease the cold instruction misses by storing Java binary code directly into the L1 instruction cache. The energy efficiency of the L1 data cache is improved since the WIC scheme can decrease the L1 data cache pollution by avoiding writing binary code directly into the L1-Dcache. Also, we observe that the L2 energy consumption can be reduce more than those of L1 caches. The reason is that the WIC cache can completely remove the cache synchronization involved with the L2 cache, leading to more significant energy saving.
CONCLUSION
This paper explores the hardware-based code cache optimizations for Java applications. We have studied three different schemes to shorten the path of Java binary code generation and fetching, among which the WIC scheme achieves the best performance improvement. The WIC cache allows the Java binary code to be written directly into the instruction cache, which can both reduce the pollution to the L1 data cache and remove the needs of cache synchronization due to the dynamically generated binary code. Our experimental results indicate that the WIC cache improves the performance for a variety of Java applications by 9.6% on average. Also, WIC can reduce the energy dissipation of Java programs by 6% on average.
